Fuller Responds· To
Nursing Cutback
Article
After fruitless attempts to discuss the Nursing Program situation with the
Nursing department head, Professor Alice Fuller, we finally received a. response
from her, dealing with an article that appeared in the last issue, which stated
that the Nursing Program is in jeopardy of being drastically cut or discontinued
because of a state regulation by the Board of Higher Education.
Professor Fuller states in a letter from the program by examination
or other means." She pointed out
sent to the Commuuicalor;
"It is true that there has been a that in the past 79fl/o of our most
mandate to decrease the size of the recent graduates passed the state
Nursing Program. However, this boards on a first attempt because
mandate came from the Board of of a set standard. As far as the
Higher Education and will effect pass/fail rate on nursing
all CUNY Nursing Programs." She examinations
is concerned,
adds, "The provisions of the Professor Fuller states, "that the
mandate will take effect at BCC by posting of nursing grades with a
September 1979, and is not meant plus or minus grade was instituted
to lead to the discontinuance of the several years ago. It was at the
Nursing Program . The decision is request of nursing students. The
based on a 1976 report presented by plus or minus grade are guides for

spaces were filled. The phasing out
of Nursing 12 this semester, and
then Nursing 13 and 14 in subsequent semesters will necessitate
transferring from one program to
the other." She continued, "Where
educationally sound and feasible,
students will be given credit for
some of the content in the nursing
series and or be allowed to take
exemption examinations.''

the Chana:llors' Task Fora: on the

the students so that they will know

future

whether they are in the upper.

Jack
Sullivan,
University
Relations spokesman for the Board

of

health

sdences

at

CUNY,"
According to Professor Fuller
the two main reasons are based
on CUNYs' ability to support high
cost programs of a high quality
level only if they are limited in size
and on employment prospects for
our graduates.
Master Plan
In reference to a master plan to
eliminate students from the
program, Professor Fuller stated,
"There is no master plan to
eliminate many nursing students

middle, or lower grade range. The
official grades that are sent to the
registrar's office are the same as
those of the rest of the College
Community."
New Curriculum
Concerning the new curriculum
of the nursing department, Fuller
replys, "This program was approved by the College Curriculum
Committee, the College Senate and
the B.H .E . this past year."
"Students who were eligible for
Nursing II were accepted into
Nursing 21 until all of the available

B.H.E. Contacted

of Higher Education, in a phone
conversation, told this reporter,
"The recommendations to limit
enrollment of the AS degree
programs in nursing at CUNY was
in fact established at a BHE
meeting held February 28, 1977."
He added that there will be a limit
of 200-300 students, depending on
the college itself. It has been understood by this reporter,
recommendations that have been
passed, as of February 28, 1977,
effects not only the Nursing
Program but all career oriented
programs . Mr . Sullivan could not
comment on the specifics at Bronx
Community .

"Pay Same Day" Proposal
Denounced By
Queens' Student President

Students
Protest
Aid Cutback
BY MORRIS STAFFORD

On Wednesday, December 14, over one hundred .
students attended a demonstration held at John Jay
College, to protest the reduction of Seek and other
financial aid programs (such as College Discovery)
throughout the CUNY system.
It was quite a cold rainy day,

however, nearly 200 students took
part in a demonstration which was
sponsored by the John Jay Seek
Student Society. According to a
spokesman for the society, the
purpose of this demonstration is to
inform students the need for such
programs as Seek and/ or College
Discovery. Without Seek or
Discovery many under-privileged
students would not be able to attend an institution of higher
learning.
Because of the bad weather
conditions, leaders of the
demonstration moved the rally into
the auditorium, where the
demonstrators listened to a variety
of speakers. Among the speakers
that attended were: Assemblymen
Leo Corbe, Thomas Boyland, Ms.
Brenda Hunt who represented
Senator Ted Weiss, State Senator
Carl McCall and Mr. Robert
Williams from the Bronx Borough
Presidents office.
McCall Addresses the Crowd

municator that $26,000 a year ts
spent on every Seek student.
However, the average Seek
student receives from $500$1000.00 which goes toward
tuition, books and supplies, etc.
The source further said that he
knows of some Seek students that
get only $18.00 to $20.00 every
three weeks during the school term .
The Communicator is investigating
this further.
There are more demonstrations
planned for the near future as
learned by the Communicator this
past week.
S.S.S. speak o..-er WBCC

Michael Humphrey, President,
and Daniel Riucra, Vice President
of the Seek Student Society, spoke
at great length on issues pertaining
to Seek and the financial crisis
plauging the City University, on the
December 14th edition of the
WBCC radio talk progra m,
"Speak Out."

Senator Carl McCall sta ted that
Moderated by WBCC operations
he is in favor of Seek and any other dire ctor
Chuck
McKibben,
financial aide program that would Humphrey and Rivera, spea king on
enable minorities entrance into the ~.:harges and misuse of funds
college.
stated that the S.S.S. is in the
The senator told the students process of investigating the
they must inform the public what's situation and will report to the
happening with the Seek programs College Community their own
and to make enough noise to findings. In reference to the many
counter-attack the negative stories changes that will be made in Seek,
coming out about the Seek and Mr. Hunphrey replied that the Seek
College Discovery programs . The program responsibility shall be
Senator advised students and placed in the hands of the College
concerned community groups to President s and that the Seek
contact their local politicians and program has a big chance in getting
reduced. The two spokesmen
Albany.
pointed out that since the inception
of Seek and College Discovery
$26,000 spent on Seek Students
more minority students have been
A source informed the Com- attending College.

Queens College Student Association President Bob Citelli denounced today the Board of
Higher Education's proposal that would force students to pay their tuition fees the same
day they register or be dropped from their courses. Said Citelli, "the BHE has lost its sense
"
of purpose. This proposal shows a clear lack of foresight. It is unreasonable to ask students
to pay their entire bill the same day. Accommodations must be made for those students who =============================~
are able to make partial payments. This plan will force more students out of the University.
We have lost 90,000 students in the last two years and cannot afford to lose more students
Pictures and measurements for Cap and Gown for the
from our rolls. Clearly the BHE has changed its role from a Board that would govern a
University to a group of supposed educators whose sole purpose is to drive underprivileged Yearbook will be taken on Wednesday and Thursday,
students out of the CUNY system. This proposal defeats the mission of CUNY: to provide January 4 and 5, 1978, in the Gould Student Center,
access to quality higher education for the people of this city."
Room 205 from 12 noon to 8:00pm.
Citelli continued, saying, "This been processed by the time the provts1ons for a thirty day
If you expect to gdraduate in January, June or
plan does not take into account the student s register. Should a student deadline. Students regi ster well in
special needs of the commuter who will have the money to pay at a advance of the beginning of the August, please come on either of the above dates.
students in CUNY. Further, it docs later date be forced out onto the term and there is no need for the THESE WILL BE THE ONLY DATES THAT THE
not take into account the fact that streets because he doesn't have the monies to be collected when they YEARBOOK PICTURES AND MEASUREMENTS
many students receive federal and money to pay the same day he register."
FOR CAP AND GOWN WILL BE TAKEN!
state aid which has not always registers? Why can't the BHE make

TO: ALL JANUARY, JUNE AND
AUGUST '78 GRADUATES
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BY AUDREY KATZ
Question: How do you feel about
the layoffs of the BCC Faculty?
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Wendy Nicolls, Morris Stafford.
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Where Were You

Tony Mlvra
"I feel that there wasn't sufficient
evidence to lay the instructors off.
It's. not fair to people that have
experience."

The Night Of The 16th???
In the past, the Communicator has lashed out against
President Brown for his aloofness to Bronx Community
College. This last Friday evening, December 16th, a gala
holiday nightclub featuring a gambling casino, a cabaret
featuring Larnette Butler and a disco DJ'd by Howie
Vines was presented to the students and Alumni of
Bronx Community College.
Once again, our phantom president was not in attendance, and worse yet-only 200 to 300 people
showed up for the event. So now we turn our attention
away hom President Brown and direct it to the students

of Bronx Community College. This is· not the first time
the students of BCC have turned out in such gigalnticaly
small numbers to a BCC event. The birthday party in
October, the WBCC disco last May are an indication of
the interest rhere is in Bronx Community College.
The event Friday evening was a lavishly conceived
program, that received a tremendous promotional
campaign. The failure of a large number of students to
turn out for this and other events compliments the job
that President Brown has been doing with this college.
Yes, there are many students who care and are involved,
but a substantial look at these people reveals them to be
a small minority. The newly formed administration here
at Bronx Community College has caught all of us here
with our pants down-and it's not likely that a substantial number of us are going to do anything to pull
those pants back up.

As we close our 1977, we stand on the threshold once
again, of a new beginning for BCC. Let us ta~e the
events bere at BCC over the past year, all our mistakes,
our rights and our wrongs and learn from them in 1978
and use them for the betterment of our coliege com-.
munity. The Communicator extends to everyone its
wishes for a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year to
one and all!!!!!!

~

IT Dear Doc

the Conamunieator

I ,An Ombudsman's
Checklist
BY DR. ALLAN WOLK, COLLEGE OMBUDSMAN
Dear Doc,
I have read your column regularly and have llstened to your program on
BCC radio. Many of my friends have been helped by you . Can you tell me
a little about the way you feel about the Ombudsman job?
Signed-Joan
Dear Joan,
On our campus, and in many other places, students need 'an ombudsman-a go-between, to help them resolve their problems. Most of our
students know how to " get over" in the streets, an arena that would be
fatal for the bulk of their academic mentors. But, at our learning citadel
on the hill, they are ill-equipped, in various ways, to challenge a collective
aggregate which is older, and, in thier eyes, far wiser than they. Their
lifelong initmidation by the outside bureaucracy is carried with them
through the College's main gate. Many of them have been politically
" turned off" by the system, a leviathan that they believe does not
represent them and which they cannot influence. Their prior feelings of
political weakness are confirmed and compounded by the similarly closed
campus establishment.
¢¢¢¢

What about the Office of the Ombudsman? At first glance the position
appears to be an incongruous and paradoxical creation, a device to check
and balance the "haves". This illusion is soon dispelled upon closer
examination where one can readily see that it was designed to have very"
limited functions . The establishment will not voluntarily allow a people's
helper to probe its inner sanctum.
¢¢¢¢

Emma Holmes
"I feel it's a shame that the
President took away the professors
jobs after all those years they have
been working here. Could it be
because he wants to bring his own
people in?" >

What then is the Ombudsman- a facade, an innocuous offering to
defuse opposition? Or, is it, pei:haps in the views of its creators, a simple
mechanism to resolve very basic, harmless complaints?
I view the Office as operating on two levels, simultaneously. Level one
entails working with individual day-to-day cases in which students have
problems with individuals or bureaucratic rules . A hassle with fee
payments, delayed tuition funds, registration entanglement, allegations of
sexism or racism, or unfair grading practices constitute part of thi ~
category. The second level involves working for bureaucratic reforrr
where a pattern of cases indicate changes are necessary .
¢¢¢¢

Joan , I would be interested in finding out your philosophy, and the
thoughts of other students, about what they expect from the Ombudsman.
Will you write me?
¢¢¢¢

Send all column letters and bring all cases to Doc Wolk , Gould Hall,
211. Tel. 367-7300, Ext. 794,795.

TH E SALE OF STUDENT PARKI NG PERMITS FOR TH E
SPRING 1978
SEMEST ER WILL FOLLOW THE SCHEDULE LISTED
BELOW:
REN EWAL PERIOD FOR THOSE STUDENTS THAT HAD
P ERMITS DURING TH E FALL 1977SEMESTER ONLY .
William Gonzalez
"Careful considerations should be
taken at the time of firing people,
or changing their positions. I have
been in this school since 1975 and
have received a great amount of
help from people that are now
being fired. For example, Henrietta
·whitcomb (from the department of
Social Services) has helped me and
many many others. I feel people
should be evaluated more
thoroughly before being fired.' •

FEBRUARY6 MONDAY FROM9A.M. T08P.M.
FEBRUARY7 TUESDAY FROM9A.M. T08P.M.
ALL OTHER STUDENTS ON A FIRST COME FIRST SERVED
BASIS

FEBRUARY8 WEDNESDAY FROM9A.M. T08P.M.
FEBRUARY9 THURSDAY FROM9A.M. T08P.M.
FEBRUARY 10 FRIDAY FROM9A.M. T05P.M.
· SALE OF PERMITS WILL TERMINATE WHEN LIMITED
SUPPLY IS EXHAUSTED.

PROCEDURE ·I ;

I) REPORT TO ROOM Ill, SOtitH HALL
1) BRING I.D. OR BURSARS RECEIPT
3) BRING A BALL POINT PEN
4) BRING CERTIFIED CHECK OR MONEY ORDER MADE
OUT TO BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE (NO CASH OR

PERSONAL CHECKS WILLBEACCEPTED)
DAY STUDENT PARKING -$11.00
(STUDENTS MAY
PURCHASE EITHER DAY OR EVENING PARKING PERMITS
BUT NOT BOTH)
EVENING STUDENT PARKING-$17 .00
5) HAVE CAR OWNERSHIP INFORMATION WITH YOU.
6) HAVE CAR INSURANCE INFORMATION WITH YOU.

IN MEMORIAM:
FLORENCE M. PETERS
FORMER SECRETARY TO
DEAN MANUEL STILLERMAN
FOR SEVEN YEARS,'
DIED MONDAY

Lond Rondu Ali
"I feel that you should not lay off
the instructors because there are
certain students at BCC sincere
enough to seek the opportunity for
a career. If there are no instructors
to fulfill the students desires to
learn , then the college will be
obsolete ."

DO YOU HAVE A GROUP?
DO YOU PERfORM?
THE COMMUNICATOR WANTS TO DO
AN ARTICLE ABOUT YOU!!!
CALL 367-7300, EXT. 441, OR 367-7105 OR COME
TO GOULD SfUDENT CENTER ROOM 312.

\
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Workshop Offers Students
Career Experience
experience working in field work
and also gain college credit. You
must register for field work
courses. There are certain
qualifications for this program.

BY SANDRA WILLIAMS
The Career Experience Community Service Workshop focuses
on finding out how students can
serve their community and at the
same time get career experience and
college credit for it.

Independent interdisciplinary
studies courses are divided into two
parts:
Independent study in a
specific discipline.

BCC Students Named
To ''Who's Who''

This can be done in three ways:
through volunteer work, field work
courses, and independent interdisciplinary studjes courses .
Students can volunteer in any
area they wish to. Areas such as:
hospitals, churches, halfway
houses.
The Mayor's Voluntary Action
Center is an example of one of the
volunteer organizations. ~ach year
it sponsors awards to outstanding
adults, colleges, and high school
volunteers. Although students
receive no pay and no college
credit, they gain satisfaction in
helping their community and they
also gain knowledge in certain
career areas.
Field work courses are also
available to those who wi sh to gain

Six Bronx Community College students have been selected to be
represented in "Who's Who Among Students in American Junior Colleges
for the 1977-78 edition . These student s have been accepted b~cause of their
academic achievements, service to community, leadership in extra
curricula activities and future potential. All students selected are members
of the National Community College Honor Society, Phi Theta Kappa .
The students selected are as follows:
Mr. Debro Bunch
Ms . Angelina Cruz
Ms . Karyn Friberg
Ms. Sokira Ortiz
Ms . Vivian Pollard
Mr. Robert Ramirez
Who's Who Among Students in American Junior Colleges has students
from more than 700 institutions of higher learning from all 50 states, the
District of Columbia and Puerto Rico who are listed annually for their
outstanding achievements in Community Colleges in the United States.

WE NEED
POETS
WRITERS
PHOTOGRAPHERS
ARTISTS

This is for students who wish to
pursue a problem of special interest
in a specific subject area. Written
reports on other evaluative instruments will be required of the
student. English 13 and either the
successful completion of 30 college
credits with a general cumulative
index of 2.0 within the discipline or
permission of the department.

6 p.m. -8 p.m.
THURSDAY
12 noon-2
p.m. and 6 p .m .-3 p·. m.

ing only on \he following days:

MONDAY- 2 p.m .-4 p.m. and

Students must bring their bursar

and registration receipts . For
replacement of an I. D. card there is
a $5.00 fee to be paid in the Bur-

sa r' s Office.

These programs are designed to
help students gain knowledge in
their field of study.

Rule 1. Look for this/abel.
11

Rule 2. Jeans with style.

Lerusshare

ycxr reflections
SUBMIT 'l'Ol.A V«lRK 10 PHYLLIS READ

For information on voluntary
work, contact Ms . Beverly Fields,
Loew Hall Rm. 307.

TECH II ROOM 122

For field work courses, see
Professor Ramona Salgada,
Department of Health and Physical
Education, and for information on
lndepeneent Studies courses, see
Professor Evelyn Ki sh, Coordinator, Loew Hall, Rm . 308.

Dominican Dance
The Dominican Club is sponsoring a dance on Friday, January
6, 1977, at 9 p.m. in Gould Student
Center Cafeteria. The admission is
four dollars in advance, five dollars
at door . The music will be provided
by Primitivo Santos and hi s orchestra.

ATTENTION:
Instructors and Staff members Anyone interested in helping in the
must get an action form from the production of the YEARBOOK for
Personnel Office to obtain an J.D. 1978, shou\d please contact Freddy
Washington or Pauline Borkon at
card.
Gould Student Center Rm . 102 or
call367-7300 Ext. 445 .

Student

BRITTANIA
RULES.

-n-ro..!Gi M LCX)KING GLASS·

Interdisciplinary independent
study is basically the same, but
designed for students who wish to
participate in an interdisciplinary
project of their own planning.

IDENTIFICATION CARD INFORMATION
I.D . photo and validations are
taken in the Van Carpenter Build-

for tre College's litaaryl!rt magazne.

President

GRAND OPENING

Denounces

IN TIME FOR

11

Proposal

CHRISTMAS GIVING

'

(Continued from Page
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Rule 4. It's all at the Gap
11

The newest rule in
denim style - lean fitting
jeans, shirts and vests.
Good looking, great
detailing. and the sizes
to fit. So learn the new
rule . Brittania.

a>

r;

1-

~·

l( ings Plaza

NEW YORK: BROOKLYN
59th and Lexington

NEW YORK: NEW YORI<
34th Street

NEW YORK: NE\N YORK

1)

The Student As soc iation
President also sent an angry
telegram to Mr. Paul Veillette of
the New York State Divi~ion of the
Budget i~ Albany, In it Citelli
claimed, "At a time when the State
University of New York is doing
everything to accomodate students
as they pay tuition, the City
University of New York is forcing
people to pay the day they register
or before or be dropped from their
courses. I am told that this directive
comes from your office. I must
most strenuously deplore this
policy which will deny equal
educational access to residents of
New York City in comparison to
the rest of the State. On what basis
is this policy made? I understand
payments should be made within a
reasonable time limit but this policy
is unreasonable. Surely a more
responsive alternative can be
drafted . I will hold myself open to
meet with you to discuss this matter
further."
Citelli also called upon
legislators in New York City to
enact legi slation that would
prohibit the BHE from continuing
this discriminatory practice.

TlllC.~R.,~ ~~~
LlUKltllER ~LUP
101 W. KINGSBRIDGE RD. (cor. university Ave.)

796-8989
-~

I

TERRIFIC VARIETY OF WICKER FURNITURE
ACCESSORIES FOR THE HOME

. r.· BAMBOO

I
I

I

Lamps L Framed Art Repros
Wood Fram ed Clotks
Gl,hsware
o Un ,que Ornamental Pieces
• Silv.:r Jewelry
o

o
o

.
Ile._

•
•
•
•

Plan ts , Pots[, Accessories
D»s igner Umbrellas
Ladies· Canvas Bags
Ceramic Ware
Of Distinctive Designs

j

*OPEN EVERY DAY FOR YOUR SHOPPING
CONVENIENCE
*FROM 10AMTIL9 PM
'VISA, BANK AMERICARD, & /IIIASTER
CHARGE WELCOME
_

1 0 °/o DISCOUNT

WITH THIS AD

GOOD
UNTIL
DEC. 24
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I BEST WISHES FOR ~

BCC

1
I

~

A HAPPY NEW
YEAR FROM .

I
~

QUESTION: What do y~
coming year?

THE COMMUNICATOR !

~-~-~~~~~~~~~-~

Students sign B.C.C. 20th Birthday card.

ICC

ICC

George Crespo
"Peace and prosperity for all."

Finished product will be buried in a time capsule until1997.

Est~ban Sanchez
"I wish that the world becomes a
peaceful place to live, and that we
get rid of starvation hatred, and
selfishness and become people full
of love for humanity."

Author Piri Thomas lectures at Stevenson Hall Oct. 9
with Prof. George Davis (Eng. Dept.) and Sylvia Miranda
(Puerto Rican & Carribean Studies)

BCC

Janette Rodriguez presents Piri Thomas with tickets to the Theater Workshop production of "The Me Nobody Knows."

:z:
0

Richard Hearns Jr.
"Love, peace, and happiness."

Dec16

GSC

A scene from "The Me Nobody Knows."

BCC

Carol Barbieri
"I would like to see in the comin.,
years a drastic change in the
structure of our society whereby
peace will be guaranteed in order
that we will not annihilate ourselves W011
by nuclear warfare."
NJC:
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BCC

riNGS

CHRISTMAS JOURNEY . ..
from hostility to hospitality . . .
"Peace is not won by an individual
It does not come suddenly or without searching.
But we can find it ...
somewhere deep inside ourselves it can be called out of us,
and we can know it ...
only if we are willing to let others enter our lives and
brings us that gift ... Peace.
And then we can become its instruments.
Never alone, but always with others, working, struggling,
free enough to laugh and cry, to shout for joy, and to curse in the
damnedest of frustrations, we can share it.
And that is something special ...
to be free enough to let others call us to peace,
and then to share it with others."
HOLIDAY GREETING FROM
FATER MEEHAN
Advisor for Religous Affairs at BCC

dnnsensus
ish for the world in the

Gates of Peace, located at the University Ave. entrance.

BCC

-;:::.
\.-:.~<; ~:c.
~--.

Jeff Abraham
"I wish the world's people would
become more friendly to each other
, and to be less critical of others .. I
• hope politicians finally work for
_the people and help towards better
living conditions. Finally hoping
the laws will change making justice
a fair and useful part of our
society.''

BUU

Haldan Exblbltlon, Oct 13-20, coordinated by Eddy Laurent IOC, and
Mr. Henry Frank, Assistant Coordinator, Carribean Studies, American
Museum.

Dog

BCC
Susan Hagedorn
"Peace and harmony everybody to
get along with everyone else.''
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Designed and Compiled ~
~
by Audrey Katz and 1
~
FreddyWashington
~

w

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~

.

President Brown addresses local school board leaders.

BCC

lsmael Rosa
"I would like to see Mayor Kotch's
administration be able to make
major change in all financial areas
and possibly put NYC back on its
feet."

BCC

BUU

.

:. .

'.

. .·

.

·-

. :

,·

: .•_·

!IIIIis Teua co.clted by Dona Gellon partidpaced Ia tile
tt Taa6s T.,.,._t,

A 181M of eJcllt-baU anyoae?
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Student Government and WBCC

w
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Proudly Present

~
~
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~
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A Pre Christmas Celebration
Friday, December 23
9 - Until

~

~

~
~

w

the plush Silver Hall
on the picturesque
campus of Bronx Community College
by

~

~
~

~

~

~

~

!
~

~
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The Disc Master
John Graves
Live sounds by one
of New York's baddest Bands

~

~
~
~
~
~

~

~

~

~

~
~

~
£

~

!
~
~
~

Free Free -

Buffet
Refreshments

Students with I. D. $2.00

Others $3.00

~

~

~

~

also

!

~

~

I

~
~

i
i

~

~

~

~
~
~

w

~
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The Dynamic
Ice Cap Brown

~

~

~

~

~

~

I
~

Disco sounds

~
~
~
~

~

~

~

~

~
~

~
~

at

~

~

~
~
~

~
~

~
~

~

I
!
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for tickets and info: Call 367-7300 (Ex) 430

~

~
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Winter Wonderland of Music
BY LENNY RINALDI
If you're still looking for that last minute Xmas gift and the lucky person appreciates good
music, here are some recommendations depending on their musical tastes:
Down Two Then Left -Boz Scaggs (Col.) is probably the hardest album he's ever had to
record. Silk Degrees was the darling of '76, winning Grammys and awards for best rhythm
and blues album as well as the best song of '76. Lowdown, Boz had everyone beat. This
yearlong outgrowth is on that quickly grown and clings to your mind. Boz is serious, and I do
mean serious. From the very first cut Still Falling For You, he has you snapping your fingers,
moving your head to the groove as he's half singing, half rapping the lyrics out to you. He
quickly falls into his last single Hard Times, another Lowdown sounding funky and quick to
click in your head. A Clue has soul seeping over and could almost fool you into believing it's
the Temptations. This honky's funky, and his almost sweet nasal-toned vocalizations go
down smooth but quick to the potent point. Of course, throughout, the music is perfectly
played, with Whatcha Gonna Tell Your Man, and We're Waiting smoothing down side one
with a jazzy funky floating feeling. You now can sense that same El Primo feel of Silk
Degrees and yet the music itself invades many new moods.
Side two opens with what has to be the catchiest song on the LP and hopefully will be his
next single, Hollywood. "Camera! Action! Do it again-What a reaction! Do it again" is the
catchy hook that will have you boppin' and singin' and highlights a sexy female backup that
blends with the Boz kool croon. Then She Walked A way is somewhat more mellow, but he
comes back in full force with Gimmie the Goods, which took me longest to get into. It's jazzy
mix with a fast bluesy vocal realizes its funky self when staccato horns and guitar solo mix
and blend the two moods. 1993 is another instant Scaggs classic, instantly likable, with a
soaring, synthesized opening and a fast-paced rockin' nature with a spacey special effect
break about midway through. If you remember Georgia from Silk Degrees, you'll recognize
her return in this song, only she's dressed in different moods. The album ends with mellow
blues and leaves you feeling anxious for the next time you'll put it back on your turntable.

Emerson, Lake, Palmer Still on Top
Emerson Lake & Palmer are an English trio who have six years and seven albums of
history behind them. Their following consists of two types of heads. The classical music
people who can appreciate ELP for their orchestrated masterpieces, both original, as inWorks Vol/ (Atlantic), and original reinterpretations of already classics as in Pictures of an
_ Exhibition (Atlantic). The other following consists of people from the acid head
hallucinating set who appreciated the intermingling of synthesizers, sound effects, and artistically created epic tales as in Tarkus and Brain So/ad Surgery.
Throughout most of their albums they researched the exact proportions of one sound and
the other to create a new sound that can hardly be imitated. While Works Vol. /was a double
i LP with three solo sides and one side a collaboration, Works Vol. II consists of twelve rather
r short pieces, some solo works, some group efforts, some only previously available on singles
~ or imports and some originals. The end result is a must for ELP collectors and an interesting
' smorgasbord of musical tastes for a friend who can fit into either of the abovementioned
sects.
~

Highlights on side one are the previously unavailable When the Apple Blossoms Bloom which is a collage of jazz and spacy synthesizers very much congruent to the music we
associate with the letters ELP. Brain Salad Surgery which was not included on the Lp of the
same name is a bizarre trippy rocker with vocals hard and pounding out lyrics like Brain
Salad Surgery! It Murdered You; It'll Murder Me. Sort of like the phantom of the opera
going the purple haze route. Barrelhouse Shake-down is a Keith Emerson original and gives a
hint of where his head is at these days. Piano played honky-tonk style ala Fats Waller along
with a Benny Goodman-like orchestration. The instrumental has style, and I could almost
picture the Andrews Sisters elbowin Side two has its highlights, the first being a Scott Joplin
remake Maple Leaf Rag, which reminds me of the music that went along with the silent
cartton on 7 AM Saturday morning. Bubbly, bright piano tinks, combined with the London
Philharmonic Orchestra gives us another Emerson original, once again in a new vein of
music. I Believe in Christmas, a Greg Lake original, is probably the best Xmas song written
in the last ten years. It's both spiritual and enlightening with graceful harpsichords and a
musical refrain stolen from Prokofiev's the Lieutenant Kiji Suite. It's perfect Xmas music
and will tunefully hypnotize you into humming the refrain over and over. Honky-tonk Train
Blues is the last of the highlights on side two and this also is Emerson with a chunky honkytonk melody which takes on a peabody-like pace and puts you right back into the swingtime
era. For tyhese alone the album is a worthy find and leaves me wondering where they can
possibly go from here.

A Few Quickies
Here are some quickie titles which are sure pleasers in their respective musical categories
for those people who want to shop vinyl but haven't any idea what's smokin' .... In Discobuy them. Don't Let Them Be Understood-Santa Esmeralda (Casablanca) ... Once Upon A
Time-Donna Summer (Casablanca) which by the way is the current Disco top charter with
three of the four sides Act I, 2 & 4 as most playable ... . Supernature-By Cerrone (Cotillion)
... Tramps /1/-(Atlantic) and Chic- (Atlantic) ... For strict Soul Pleasers-try out- All 'N
All-Earth Wind & Fire (Col.) Commodores Live (Motown) Too Hot to Handle-Heatwave
(Epic) Rejoice-Emotions- (Col)., Come Go With Us-Pockets (Col) .... For the jazz buffs,
pick up on Reach For It by George Duke (Epic) ... Feel So Good by Chuck Mangione (A&M)
Lifeline- Roy Ayers Ubiquity (Polydor) Free As The Wind -Crusaders (ABC) and Action
- Blackbyrds (Fantasy). The Saturday Night Fever Album (RSO) with music by the Bee
Gees and others is midway between rock 'n disco and is perfect for a stocking stuffer .... For
other rock or pop treats get Rumors -Fleetwood Mac (WB) if they don't own it yet. Out of
the Blue-ELO (Jet) one of the best albums of 1977, Point of No Return-Kansas (Kirschner) New of the World-Queen (Eiecktra) I Robot-If they haven't gotten it yet and
Moonflower- (Coi.)-Santana's latest pleaser ... . For music somewhere in between rock 'n
jazz 'n pop but much classier and smoother-try AJA-Steely Dan (ABC), Beauties on a
Backstreet-Hall & Oates (RCA) and Oxygene-Jean Michel Jarre (Polydor) .... In the Latin
salsa vein, pick up the new Celia Cruz y Willie Colon-(Vaya) collaboration, along with
some new ones. Recorded in Brazil-Samba Soul (RCA) and Hugo Llera and His Miami All
Stars Libra.

~=Health Corner~=========----=================:::;,

The Meat Of The Matter
By Vivian Naranjo
While attending the College
Adapter Program in the fall of
1975, I began giving the subject of
meat a little more thought. The
scene that I visualized in my six
months in school, was perhaps the
most convincing influence. Every
morning upon arri\'al the bus made
its stop across the street from a
wholesale meat market. The sight
of dead carcasses of animals whose
hides had been removed disturbed
me deeply and left me feeling sorry
and angry. Sorry, because the
animals really didn't have any
means of defending themselves
against man, for they were in man's
battleground, with man's rules to
Iovern them.
AQNG R Y,
BECAUSE EVERY EVENING
THAT I sat down to eat meat, this
nagging picture of what I had seen
that morning was clear in my mind.
l continued to eat meat, except now
l had reduced my consumption.
Not all together satisfied with this
J)resent situation, I wanted to learn
l way, in which I didn't have to eat
meat, but a way in which I could
remain healthy. I felt definitely,
there was a better way.
My opportunity finally came,
\Vhen I met a friend who himself
\Vas just a novice at the art of
vegetariansim and natural foods .
With the assorted amount of inrormation he had available, I began

to read. Stimulated intellectually
and spiritually I ventured into a
different level of awarness.
Somehow I felt I was on to
something positive. With my
knapsack on my back I headed to
the health food stores and
familiarized myself with the
material (books) they had at hand.
Boy what I learned, not simply
what I learned, but more important
what I was teaching myself. I was
learning about:
I. Disease in meat
2. Pro and cons about meat
3. Protein fallicies
4. Disease prevention through
nutrition
5. Vegetarian cookery
6. Vegetable juices (for healing
the body)
7. Fruit juices (for cleansing the
body)
8. Nutrition and its effects on
the mind
9. Nutrition and its effects on
the society
10. Sprouting
II. Mucus concept
12. Fruitariaism
13. Breatharianism
14. Fasting not starving
15 . Food combining (and its
importance inaiding degestion)
16. Healing herbs . .. etc . ..
These are just a few of the many,

many, areas that the subject of love, understanding, respect and nuts, etc.) along with milk, milk
preventive medicine through faith of all the people who have products, eggs and honey.
nutritional therapy touches on. The cared, and who themselves have
Fruitarianism: is the eating of
nutritional fallacies
I had been in search for a "BETTER fruit alone. Furitarians believe that
1
discovered were endless. I was WAY." Everything that I have Mother Nature intended her
acquiring )and am still acquiring) learned has been self-taught as for children to be frugivorous, or fruitso much information that I felt my circumstances have made it so . This eating.
brain enlarging, actually my knowledge and path that I've
Breathatarianslm: or "eating
capacity to understand and my discovered have lead me forward in nothing" . It is living entirely on a
ability to retain the material had a continuous search for new health transcendental plane, breathing in
tripled immeasurably . - i had - ideas and different means of ap- pure air, absorbing the direct light
become so enlightened that I plying these ideas. All my con- and energies of the sun, bathing in
wanted to grab everyone I knew, sit clusions have been drawn after pure water; in other words, living
them down and explain the facts I personal experience and ob- on what some writers call the
had discovered. I soon realized, I servation, I am still a learner. It is "super substantial bread."
was taking the wrong approach. I important to understand that an
Sproutarian: one who includes
coiled down, and the concept of individualized decision such as greens, such as grass. (Grown from
"Better Foods for Better Health" what to exclude in your diet, for wheat berries) Sprouts. (sprouted
example meat, sugar, coffee, from your beans (alfalfa, soybenas,
has ever since been my lifestyle.
chocolate, tea or soda, is not easy, len tiles
etc ... ) Greens
are
I hate to say "I am a vegetaria1
especialfy when you are aware of theraputic, and as a result
and since this is my show, I woul
the argumentation and debates of medicative.
like to take the opportunity t
One final point before I leave
clarify this definition. My decision the issue. the level you wish to
achieve
in
your
diet
will
be
you
: It is important to also
to exclude meat from my diet is
determined
only
by
you,
and
only
remember
that when choosing a
based mainly on moral convictions,
after
you
have
weighted
the
pro's
diet,
you
must
be realistic, to your
secondly on nutritional ones. I feel
and
con's
of
the
subject,
exenvironment!
A favorable ena strong sensense of empathy with
perienced
and
observe
for
yourself
vironment
is
necessary
. It is much
nature, and I have a high regard for
the
truths
and
fallacies,
will
you
be
more
difficult
for
a
city
dweller to
animal lives as well as I do for
able
to
choose.
Remember
this
is
practice being a fruitarian thai} it is
human lives. I am not a vegetarian.
I am a combination of vegetarian, not any easy or overnight tran- for a country dweller.
"Although fruit is the food best
fruitarian, sproutarian, and sition.
adapted to human digestion, a diet
breathatarian. I practice all these
Vegetarianism: more properly limited to fruit would make the city
form s of existence. It has taken me
two and half years to achieve the called !acto-vegetarianism, consists dweller's organism too sensitive to
Ievell presentally maintain and this of eating only plant substances the damaging effects of air
of course has been possible with the (fruits. vegetables, grains, cereals, pollution .... "
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Broncettes Undefeated; Cop First
Three Games of Young ~ason
T he dazzling Women's Basketball Team won then opening game of the season with a
hard fought victory over Sullivan County Community College o n T hurs. evening Dec. 1.
The scoring attack was led by
Captain Cathy Sypher with an all
· time high of 36 points, Debbie
Dandridge had 18 points, Mariana
Reed scored 12 points and Dorrell
Clark chipped in 10 points. Strong
rebounding from co-captain Tina
McLaughlin, Ro$ana Soto, Darrell
Clark, Mariana Reed and Cathy
Sypher. Yvonne Moore, Susan
LeCoq, Linda Cautillo a nd Simone
Daniels helped round out BCC's
team offensive attack.
Bronx led throughout the game.
However Sullivan came within 3
points midway through the second
half. Some quick steals by Cathy
Sypher and Mariana Reed put
Bro nx out of reach in the last few
minutes of the period.

The Women's Team, in its 9th
year of existence comes off a pre-.
season record of three wins and two
losses. Prof. Stern-Jacobs has high
hopes for her fast-breaking squad.
Coach Stern-Jacobs says, "The
team is explosive and shows ~ lot of
promise for a very s uccessful
season." She is very proud of what
the team has accomplished in a
short period of time and would love
to have the rest of the BCC
Community College come and
watch as well as enjoy this dynamic
team. All games are free.
Still uncldeafed, the Women's
Basketball team comes home -to
their familiar surroundings. They
soundly thras hed Westchester
Community College by tke score of
67-47 on Dec. 6, 1977. Once again

Tennis

Swim

Anyone?
All men interested in trying out
for the tennis team should make
note of the date- Monday, Jan.
23, 1978. At 10 AM in the 2nd floor
conference room of the A lumni
Gym, we will have our first team
meeting. Students are asked to have
their medical slips completed by
then
because
immediately
following every day thereafter,
through the entire intersession and
registration period, we will have
ptacuce.
The practice scneaute is as
follows:
Mon-Wed-Fri
10-12 PM
Alumni Gym
Tues. & Thurs.
2-4PM
Stadium Indoor Courts
(162nd St. & 2 blocks west of
Jerome Ave.)
Last year the team finished with
a SW-6L season; respectable
considering the more experienced
suburban college players with
whom we competed. This year they
will have returning four experienced lettermen
Sylvan
J olibois, Aaron Tekulsky, David
Diaz, and Tony Muira. Some
promising freshmen have already
spoken to me and my overall view
of the forthcoming season is very
optimistic.
Students are urged to see Prof.
Frank Wong (Alumni Gym Bldg.,
Room I I 5 in the Pool).

Mariana Reed showed us a great
offensive and defensive effort by
scoring 16 points a nd collecting I 1
rebounds. Additional players
scoring: C. Sypher 16, D. Dandridge 10, T. MLaughlin 6, and D .
Clark 6 points.
On December 9, 1977 BCC and
Manhattan Community College got
tc:>gether for their annual game.
They had a tough struggle, but
prevailed by the score of 60-52.
Proving once again that it takes
team effort rather than individual
effort, the combined forces of
Mariana Reed scoring 16, followed
by Tina McLaughlin 13 and Cathy
Sypher 12, scoring 41 of the team's
points. The Bro ncettes are now 3-0
undefeated and hopefully can
continue their winning ways.

BY DIANE GONZALEZ
Dec. 16 was a night to remember
for the BCC Synchronized
Swimmers. The show was a
complete success. Prof. Jane Katz
who had put the show together,
immobilized the audience (as usual)
while she swam as Darth Varder.
After her performance, she
received a standing ovation, with
her students awarding her a
bouquet of flowers . Dr. G len
Whltten, a·n Olympic Diver placing
fo .rth in t he 1956 Australian
r .ympic Games, mesmerized the
audience with his extremely well
done dives. Unfor tunately Little
Dipper Robin, Mrs. Joyce Bloom's
daughter could not participate as
planned in the show due to illness.
But with one day of rehearsals Mrs.
J oyce Bloom and Diane Gonzalez
managed to put their Little Dipper
and Big Dipper routine together for
a successful performance. VVe are
all hoping that Robin has a speedy
recovery.
There was also a diving blast off
by our own BCC Synchronized
Swimmers Henry Pena and Pamela

ANY WOMEN

Show

IN PLAYING ON
CONTACT

. I N THE A.G. RM . 300

SEMESTER BEGIN
T R YOUTS FOR NEXT
I N JANUA RY.

Track Team Off
To Good Start

BY NAT PLANT
Distance runner Carlos Tamayo
Another season has opened for was unable to run due to a sprained
the BCC track stars. The first track ankle, but hopefully will return for
meet was held at Farmingdale on the outdoor season.
Dec. 2, I 977. Leading the team a ll
On Dec. 9, the track- team went
the way was J r. College All- back to Farmingdale. Once again
American C lement Easton, AJI- the BCC track men returned to
EasterStates
Hurdler
Peter Farmingdale with hopes of imBeltrez
(co-captain),
Ma r k proving last week's showing. Peter
Mondisir and William Little John Beltrez shaved two-tenths off his
won the 1-mile relay. The same 60-yard high hurdlers time. Leroy
four runners ran a good time in the Carver and Nat Plant knocked two600, led again by Beltrez and tenths off their 60-yard dash time,
Easton. In the sprint relay, Leroy both coming in at 6.5 seconds.
car ver and Nat Plant with Chipper Carver, Plant,Chipper Robinson
obinson and Ed Caballeria a lso ran and Ed Caballero was barely
very well. Hank Johnson copped
beaten in the sprint relay, taking
1st place in the shot-put. Long second place. Clem Easton ran the

team. Julio Rosario led the BCC
attack with 27 points.
Dec. 9 - Bronx 69-BMCC 79.
Pour foul shooting down the
stretch led to BCC's loss. Rogelio
Sanders had his best scoring game
with 16 points.
Dec. 10-Bronx 65-Queensboro
88. Queensboro played a very agressive game and wore down BCC
in the second half.
Dec. 11-Bronx 77-City 76. BCC
led throughout the game and won
the game on Julio Rosario's foul
shot with 5 seconds remaining, Rogelio Sanders led BCC with 18
points and 15 rebounds.
Dec. 12- Bronx 92-John Jay 74.
BCC played a s trong second half
a nd completely outclassed a smaller
J ohn Jay team. James Watson led
the slaughter with 35 points and 16
rebounds, Charlie Roberts chipped
in with 23 and Julio Rosario had IS
points.

Grapplers

Whip

BY H A ROLD GAR DNER
Nov. 29 was a night to remember
for the BCC Wrestling team. BCC
had beaten Yeshiva University for
~he first time in 5 years. BCC was
victorious in six of the ten matches.
One of the highlights of the evening
was that John Johnson, weighing
in at 190, was set against Zev
Golombeck fro m Yeshiva, who
weighed in at 260. John Johnson
was clearly outweighted, but he
Tlte Stroke of Mlldaas
reviewed the situation and then
applied new technique taught to
Moran doing their dives very well. . entire pool. The bleachers almost him by Prof. Mike Steuerman,
You had to be there to see ''The entirely fi lled, about 400 people Coach, and reinforced by Asst.·
S pace Connection" put their had come to see the taking off of Coach Jim Hill, bringing John the,
routine into action by the Syn- the BCC Synchronized Aquanots.
victory.
The show was a great turn out
chronized Swimmers Pamela
Captain Freddy Cruz was clearly
Moran, Elizabeth DeLeon and for Prof. Jane Katz and her a great inspiration to his teammates
Alicia Caucoto. Their performance Swimmers.
when he pinned his opponent in the
was really great!
second period.
The hostesses decorated the pool
If you are interested in SynProf. Mike Steuerman, the staff,
to a galactic Christmas spir!t for a
chronized Swimming, register early and the team are thrilled and
joyous occasion which fiHed the
for PEA 26 for the spring semester. looking forward to a great season.

TEAM PLEASE

P ROF. STERN- JACOBS

Scoreboard

This is the first season for all of
the me m bers of the Men's
Basketball Team to play together as
one. They arc doing quite well,
winni ng a few and losing some but
on the losing games they were right
up there in scori ng and giving their
op ponents a good challenging
game.
Dec. 1- Bronx 53-F .I.T. 83.
Opening game is probably the
worst game of the season. The team
completely broke down, but on the
next game they showed strensth.
Dec. 5- Bronx 92-York 70. First
winning game. The team showed
their strengt h today with Mike
Watkins with IS rebounds and 12
points, James Watson had 14
points, Julio Rosario. and Charlie
Roberts each scored a 13.
Dec. 7-Bronx 78-NYCCC 90. It
was a tight game until the last 2
minutes. It was ~a good game for
BCC against an extremely strong

Yeshiva

I NTERESTED

THE BASKETBALL

Men's Basketball

880 yards, taking second place-over
all. Mondisir, Beltrez, Little John
and Easton ran the 2-mile relay,
placing fourth. With less than six
hours' sleep, the track team
reported to the CCNY relays the
next day, Dec. 10. To get the team
off to a good s tart, Miguel Palacios
took fourth place in the two-mile
run. Nat Plant, Mark Mondisir,
William Little J ohn and Leroy
Carver ran the invitational 60-yard
dash. Nat a nd Mark advanced to
the semi-finals, were both placed
fourth, Nat in 6.6 seconds,
dropping another tenth off his
time, and Mark in 6.5 seconds.
Mark carne back to start the mile
relay with Peter 8e1trez. Little John
and Easton to a first place finish.
At the rate they're running, BCC
should have a few Jr. AllAmericans in track this year.

Soccer Update
In the most exciting ga me of a winning season, the Bronx
Booters defeated New York City Community College by a
score of 1-10. Co-Captain David Brooks came way out of his
center fu llback position to knock in the ga me's only goal
when the opponents netminder bobbled the ball on a shot by
Enrigue Lilva. Goalkeeper Colin Edwards preserved the
shutout by stopping a penalty kick and a wellplaced free
kick. T he win clinched a tri-championship for DCC as our
squac_l simultaneously prevented N. Y.C. C. C. fro m taking
sole possession of the championship.
The Broncos lost a heartbreak in
the rain to Queensboro C. C. on
Oct. 19, and assumed that Q.C.C.
would go a ll the way. N. Y .C.C.C.
however blanked Q.C.C. 1-0 and
came into this game with a n unblemished 4-0 record, as ·B.C.C.
and Q.C.C. both stood at 3-1. As
of our defeat o f N. Y .C.C.C. on
Nov. I , all three schools have a record of 4-1, thus the tri-championshlp.
Captain Leslie Picault
dominated the season's scoring
with eleven goals and seven assists.

J ohn Marchant was close behind
with ten goals a nd one assist. Other
scores were Enrique Silva 3 goals
and S assists, H enry Picault 2 goals
a nd 5 assists, Paul Comrie 1 goal
and 1 assist, Kiytim Zerka 1 goal,
Juan Delgardo 1 goal, David
Brooks I goal, Javier Tello 2
assists, Fernando Rodrigues 2
assists.
The team's record stands at six
wins, three losses and o ne tie. We
now look to represent B.C.C. in the
playoff.

